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Abstract. The influence of the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) on tropical climate is demonstrated using a 500-yr pre-

industrial control simulation of the Met Office Hadley Centre model. Robust precipitation responses to the phase of the QBO

are diagnosed in the model which show zonally asymmetric features, consistent with observational studies. The response in

precipitation resembles the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) impacts, however, regression analysis shows that there is a

QBO signal in precipitation that is independent from ENSO. Moreover, the observed uneven frequency of ENSO events for5

each QBO phase is also found in these simulations, with more El Niño events found under the westerly phase of the QBO

(QBOW) and more La Niña events for the easterly phase (QBOE). No evidence is found to suggest that these QBO-ENSO

relationships are caused by ENSO modulating the QBO in the simulations. A previously unknown relationship between the

QBO and a dipole of precipitation in the Indian Ocean is found in models and observations in boreal fall, characterized by a

wetter western Indian Ocean and drier conditions in the eastern part for QBOW and the opposite under QBOE conditions. QBO10

W-E differences show a stronger East Pacific Inter-tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in boreal winter and a northward shift

of the Atlantic ITCZ in boreal spring and summer. The Walker circulation is found to be significantly weaker during QBOW

compared to QBOE, explaining the observed and simulated zonally asymmetric responses at equatorial latitudes. Further work,

including targeted model experiments, is required to betters understand the mechanisms causing these relationships between

the QBO and tropical convection.15

1 Introduction

Long-distance effects or teleconnections associated with the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) have been well

documented in the subtropics and extratropics, including for example: the stratospheric polar vortex (Holton and Tan, 1980;

Anstey and Shepherd, 2014; Lu et al., 2020), the subtropical jets (Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2011b; Hansen et al., 2016; Ma

et al., 2021) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (Hansen et al., 2016; Gray et al., 2018; Andrews et al., 2019b). Observational20

and modelling evidence suggests that there is also a tropical route of influence of the QBO through impacts on: monsoons

(Giorgetta et al., 1999; Claud and Terray, 2007; Liess and Geller, 2012), the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (Gray

et al., 2018), tropical sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) (Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2011a; Huang et al., 2012) and convective
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clouds (Liess and Geller, 2012; Peña-Ortiz et al., 2019), tropical cyclones (Ho et al., 2009; Jaramillo et al., 2021), and most

prominently, the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) (Son et al., 2017; Lee and Klingaman, 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Martin25

et al., 2021b). For recent reviews on stratosphere-troposphere coupling in the tropics, see Haynes et al. (2021) and Hitchman

et al. (2021).

The tropical route of QBO teleconnections remains less well understood than other routes for various reasons. The short

observational record limits the confidence in any analysis that seeks to investigate differences between the two QBO phases

in a 30-40-yr long dataset, as variability in the tropics on QBO time-scales is dominated by El Niño-Southern Oscillation30

(ENSO) (Liess and Geller, 2012; Seo et al., 2013; Gray et al., 2018). Similarly, the modulation of the location and magnitude

of convection in the tropical Pacific by ENSO events can influence the characteristics of the QBO (Taguchi, 2010; Schirber,

2015; Christiansen et al., 2016; Serva et al., 2020), which makes it difficult to separate the cause and effects of ENSO and the

QBO.

The physical mechanisms through which the QBO could influence tropical climate are also not well understood. The influ-35

ence of the QBO over the temperature and vertical wind shear near the tropopause layer (Tegtmeier et al., 2020; Martin et al.,

2021c) has been hypothesized to affect convection through several mechanisms. Early studies (Gray, 1984; Collimore et al.,

2003) suggest that changes to the vertical wind shear or static stability in the upper-troposphere lower-stratosphere (UTLS)

region induced by the QBO modify the depth of convection at equatorial latitudes. However, other studies suggest that the

surface impact of the QBO may be a function of both the UTLS temperature changes and the tropospheric convective forcing40

(Nie and Sobel, 2015).

However, multiple lines of evidence suggest that there is a modulation of several features of tropical climate by the QBO.

In observations, surface impacts of the QBO over monsoon regions have been diagnosed in satellite-derived fields such as

cloud height, occurrence and out-going longwave radiation (Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller, 2012), as well as in

surface precipitation diagnosed from gridded datasets or from reanalysis (Seo et al., 2013; Gray et al., 2018). However the45

observational evidence shows zonally asymmetric impacts – indicating that the QBO influence depends on longitude. The

proposed mechanism is linked to a QBO modulation of the Walker circulation (e.g. by Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller,

2012), which appears in some reanalysis (Hitchman et al., 2021).

In model studies, Giorgetta et al. (1999) found that boreal summer monsoon regions exhibit a significant response in cloudi-

ness to the QBO winds in a General Circulation Model (GCM). In a cloud-resolving model, Nie and Sobel (2015) found that50

the influence of the QBO may depend on the strength of convection and SST forcing, suggesting a non-linear effect of the QBO

over a convective profile. Analyses of seasonal and sub-seasonal forecast models have focused on the QBO-MJO relationship

(Lim et al., 2019; Klotzbach et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2020) finding that the MJO is stronger and more predictable under

the easterly phase in the lower stratosphere. However, only a relatively small number of studies have analysed tropical QBO

teleconnections in CMIP5/CMIP6 models (Serva et al., submitted), as most CMIP analyses focus on the overall representation55

of the QBO and teleconnections to the extra-tropics (Richter et al., 2020; Anstey et al., 2021), whereas Kim et al. (2020) found

that the CMIP6 models do not reproduce the observed MJO-QBO relationship.
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It remains unclear whether the QBO has any effect on convection at the local-scale or through the large-scale tropical circu-

lation. Moreover, in the short observational record, ENSO is a strong confounding influence, which means long integrations of

GCMs could provide better statistics and understanding of the surface impact of the QBO in the tropics. This paper investigates60

the tropical route of QBO influence using simulations of the UK Met Office Hadley Centre (MOHC) Unified Model submitted

to the Climate Model Intercomparison Project CMIP6. The model extends to the mesosphere and includes a self-generated

QBO via a non-orographic gravity wave scheme that compares well with the observed QBO (Richter et al., 2020).

The CMIP6 pre-industrial control (piControl) experiments with constant 1850 external forcing are examined to exploit their

length (500-yr) and the resulting statistical robustness of the diagnosed QBO impacts. The main purpose of this investigation65

is to diagnose whether there are any robust impacts in the tropical troposphere within a long integration of a state-of-the-art

GCM. The focus of this study are the large-scale QBO impacts within the tropical troposphere. QBO-MJO connections are

excluded from this study as they have already been explored and found largely absent the the MOHC models (Kim et al., 2020).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the simulations together with the observational and reanalysis data

that are employed for comparison and verification, as well as the composite and regression techniques employed in the study.70

Section 3 examines evidence for QBO signals in a variety of tropical climate indicators, including precipitation, the ITCZ,

monsoons, ENSO, the Walker circulation and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD). The final section provides a summary and

conclusions of the main findings.

2 Methods and data

2.1 Observations and reanalysis75

The gridded precipitation datasets used in this study are the 1◦ resolution Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)

v2.3 (Adler et al., 2003) dataset and the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) dataset version 6 (Becker et al.,

2011; Schneider et al., 2011). GPCP is a merged product of satellite and land rain-gauge observations and provides coverage

over land and ocean, whereas GPCC uses a large network of surface station data and has a higher horizontal resolution but

does not provide data over oceanic regions (Becker et al., 2013; Adler et al., 2018).80

For the other diagnostics, including zonal wind, vertical velocity and convective precipitation, we use the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5 Reanalyses (Hersbach et al., 2020) downloaded at the 0.75◦x0.75◦

resolution from https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp. Gridded SSTs are obtained from the HadSST v3 (Kennedy et al.,

2011). For observations and ERA5 datasets all available data spanning the period 1979-2018 are used. Note that for GPCC the

period covered is 1979-2014.85

2.2 CMIP6 data

CMIP6 piControl simulations from two versions of the coupled ocean-atmosphere MOHC Unified Model are examined. The

HadGEM3 model is the core physical climate model and UKESM1 is an Earth System Model extension, with additional
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treatment of aspects of e.g. land surface, ocean and sea ice processes as well as improved chemical processes (Kuhlbrodt

et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2018; Sellar et al., 2019). Three piControl experiments are analysed: HadGEM3 GC3.1 at N9690

and N216 horizontal resolutions (hereafter referred to as GC3 N96-pi and GC3 N216-pi) and UKESM at N96 horizontal

resolution (hereafter referred to as UKESM N96-pi). The N96 and N216 atmospheric resolution is 1.875◦x1.25◦ and 0.83◦x

0.56◦, respectively whereas their oceanic resolutions are 1◦ (ORCA1) and 0.25◦ (ORCA025), respectively.

The full 500 years available for the GC3 N216-pi simulation are used and although more data exists for UKESM-pi and GC3

N96-pi, we use 500-yrs of these simulations for statistical consistency. These data are publicly available without registration95

at the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF) portal of CEDA: https://esgf-index1.ceda.ac.uk/search/cmip6-ceda/. The three

simulations have the same experimental design with constant year-1850 external forcing, further detail about the MOHC

piControl experiments can be found in Menary et al. (2018) and about the UKESM1 model in Sellar et al. (2019).

The majority of diagnostics are shown for the higher resolution GC3 N216-pi simulation and comparisons with the other

two simulations are noted where appropriate. The equatorial climate of GC3 N216-pi captures tropical dynamical processes100

and tropical mean and extreme precipitation reasonably well relative to lower-resolution configurations (García-Franco et al.,

2020; Abdelmoaty et al., 2021). This configuration has been compared with other CMIP5/CMIP6 models in metrics such as the

seasonal-phase locking and amplitude of ENSO (Menary et al., 2018; Richter and Tokinaga, 2020; Liu et al., 2021), extreme

precipitation (Abdelmoaty et al., 2021) and the annual cycle of equatorial Atlantic SSTs and low-level winds (Richter and

Tokinaga, 2020). Furthermore, this and previous versions of the HadGEM model have well represented the stratosphere and105

the QBO (Schenzinger et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2020). However, several biases are notable in this model, particularly in

tropospheric dynamical features such as the southward bias of the Atlantic ITCZ linked to the dry Amazon bias and overly

strong precipitation rates over the East Pacific ITCZ (García-Franco et al., 2020).

2.3 Indices

The QBO is characterised using ERA5 monthly-mean zonal-mean zonal winds at 70 hPa averaged between 5◦S-5◦N. The110

QBO phase is defined using a threshold of 2 m s−1 (Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2010), so the transition years where the QBO

winds fall within the range ± 2 m s−1 are excluded. The EN3.4 SST index is used to characterise ENSO by area-averaging the

box within 5◦S-5◦N and 190◦E-240◦E. A 5-month running-mean of the index is calculated and a threshold of ±0.5 K used to

define positive (El Nino) or negative (La Nina) events. Neutral months are defined where the magnitude of the EN3.4 index is

smaller than ±0.5 K.115

The amplitude and descent rates of the QBO are calculated using the deseasonalized zonal mean zonal wind averaged over

the stated latitudes for all levels. The amplitude (A) of the QBO is defined using the first and second principal components

(PCs) following an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) decomposition of the 10-70 hPa wind time-series (Serva et al., 2020)

as A=
√
PC12 +PC22. The descent rates are calculated following Schenzinger et al. (2017) for descending westerly and

easterly phases individually by finding the level of the zero wind line (u= 0) for each month and computing the difference120

between consecutive months. These definitions of the amplitude and descent rates were chosen to evaluate the influence of

ENSO on the whole profile of the QBO and not just one single level.
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For the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), a convective precipitation index of the zonal gradient in the Indian Ocean (convective

IOD Index) was defined as the difference of the deseasonalized area-averaged convective precipitation between the western

[50-70◦E] and eastern [80-100◦E] equatorial [10◦S-10◦N] Indian Ocean, which is in a similar region as the standard SST IOD125

index (Wang and Wang, 2014). This convective precipitation index is used to define IOD events with a 1 standard deviation

threshold to define positive and negative events.

2.4 Analysis techniques

Composite analysis is the primary technique used in the study. For each month the QBO phase (QBO-E or QBO-W) and the

ENSO phase (El Niño, La Niña or neutral ENSO phase) was determined as described above. Annual-mean and seasonal-mean130

composites were derived by computing weighted averages to account for differences in the counts of each month and avoid a

possible seasonal effect due to, e.g., QBO or ENSO phase-locking (see appendix A1).

The length of the experiments is such that the number of total El Niño and La Niña months for GC3 N216-pi were over 1500

months in the entire simulation for each phase, and over 2300 months for each QBO phase. Moreover, El Niño months found

under QBOW were 376 and 284 under QBOE, whereas in the observed 1979-2018 period, 62 QBOW El Niño months and 36135

QBOE El Niño months were diagnosed.

Linear regression analysis is also employed to explore the impact of one or more of the indices, as in previous studies that

examined QBO impacts at the surface (Gray et al., 2018; Misios et al., 2019). Details of the regression analysis technique

are provided in the appendix A2. In all comparisons the statistical significance is estimated using a randomised resampling

("bootstrapping with replacement") method. Correlations are calculated on random samples drawn from the entire simulation140

and the process is repeated 10,000 times to evaluate the likelihood of obtaining a significant relationship by chance.

3 Results

The tropical precipitation response to the QBO phase is analysed in both observations and model simulations, first in the

annual-mean and then by season (section 3.1). The potential for aliasing with the ENSO signal is investigated (section 3.2) and

QBO-ENSO interactions are further explored (section 3.3), as well as QBO interactions with the Indian Ocean dipole (IOD).145

Finally, interactions between the QBO and the ITCZ, monsoons and the Walker circulation are identified and discussed in

section 3.4.

3.1 Precipitation

QBO composite differences in annual mean precipitation (QBO-W minus QBO-E) are shown in Figure 1 from the gridded

GPCP observational dataset and from all three model simulations. In the observations the QBO signals are largest and statisti-150

cally significant in the tropical Pacific, equatorial Atlantic and Indian Oceans, in good agreement with previous analyses (Liess

and Geller, 2012; Gray et al., 2018). The three simulations agree reasonably well with the GPCP distributions and amplitudes,

particularly in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Positive differences of up to 1.2 mm day−1 are found in the equatorial Central
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Figure 1. QBO-W minus QBO-E composite differences in annual-mean precipitation from (a) GPCP, (b) GC3 N96-pi, (c) GC3 N216-pi

and (d) UKESM-pi. Hatching denotes statistically significant differences at the 95% confidence level using a bootstrapping with replacement

test.

Pacific and the Indian Ocean and negative differences of up to 0.6 mm day−1 in the off-equatorial North Pacific, although the

differences are smaller in the simulations than observed.155

In the tropical Atlantic, however, there is an indication of a weak but significant signal in the observations near the ITCZ

but the models show a signal of the opposite sign in this region (or the absence of a signal in the case of GC3 N96-pi). This

disagreement with observations may be due to the biased southward position of the Atlantic ITCZ in the model which is more

pronounced in DJF (García-Franco et al., 2020).

The QBO signal in precipitation is found to be strongly dependent on the seasonal cycle in both models and observations.160

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the GPCP dataset and GC3 N216-pi for individual seasons (see Figure S1 for corresponding

fields from the other models). The positive equatorial Pacific signal in the GPCP dataset, which resembles an El Niño anomaly,

is particularly strong and statistically significant in December-January-February (DJF) (Fig. 2a). A similar pattern is present in

both March-April-May (MAM) (Figure 2c) but with no statistical significance. In GC3 N216-pi the QBO signal in the Pacific

is significant in all seasons, likely due to the greater number of years in the ensembles, although it is shifted slightly compared165

to GPCP and is strongest in MAM (Fig. 2c).

In the Atlantic, the QBO signal in the ITCZ region is more clearly evident in the individual seasons. In DJF there is reasonable

similarity between the model and observations but by MAM the opposite sign of the model compared to GPCP becomes

evident, even though the ITCZ bias in the model is stronger in DJF than in MAM (García-Franco et al., 2020). In addition,

all models and GPCP indicate that the Caribbean Sea is wetter in JJA during QBO-W than in QBO-E (see Figs. 2 and S1).170

In the Indian Ocean, the observations and all models show relatively large and significant differences in SON, (Fig. 2e-f),

characterized by a dipole of wet anomalies to the west and dry anomalies to the east. The dipole anomalies suggest a possible

QBO influence on the IOD, which is characterized by a zonal gradient of SSTs and convective activity in the Indian Ocean that
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Figure 2. As in Figure 1, but showing seasonal-mean QBO composite from (left) GPCP and (right) GC3 N216-pi for DJF, MAM, JJA and

SON from top to bottom.

is specially prominent in SON (Saji et al., 1999; Deser et al., 2010; McKenna et al., 2020). This possibility is explored further

in section 3.3 below.175

In summary, the GPCP total precipitation composite analyses are consistent with previous analyses (Liess and Geller, 2012;

Gray et al., 2018). These composites show a zonally asymmetric QBO signal primarily in the ITCZ regions over the oceans.

The modelled QBO response patterns are in good agreement with the GPCP analysis albeit with small shifts in the timing of

the maximum response in the Pacific and in the latitude of the maximum Atlantic response. This good agreement, together with

the extended duration of the model simulations (500 years) compared with the available observations, suggests that analysis of180

the modelled QBO signals may help to understand the mechanisms that give rise to the QBO signals at the surface. However,

the QBO signals from both model and observational analyses show strong similarities to well-known response patterns for

ENSO and the IOD. This highlights a possible interaction of the QBO with these phenomena. Previous observational studies

have also shown a higher frequency of El Niño events during QBOW and of La Niña during QBOE in observations since 1979

(Taguchi, 2010; Liess and Geller, 2012), although the observational record is short so there is much statistical uncertainty.185

There is therefore potential for aliasing of the signals, which needs further investigation.
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Figure 3. As in Figure 2 but for seasonal-mean sea surface temperatures from (left) the HadSST dataset and (right) GC3 N216-pi simulation.

3.2 Potential aliasing of QBO and ENSO signals

To further explore the QBO signal and its interaction with ENSO, Figure 3 shows the QBO signal in SSTs. The QBOW minus

QBOE composite differences are shown for individual seasons from the HadSST dataset and the GC3 N216-pi model simu-

lation. The SST signals are consistent with the precipitation signals. Both model and observational datasets show significant190

positive SST responses in the equatorial Pacific that are similar to El Niño patterns. In the HadSST dataset the Pacific response

is strongest in DJF and resembles an East Pacific (or ’standard’) El Niño, whereas the simulated anomalies in DJF (for all

models, see Fig. S2) are weaker and look more like a central Pacific El Niño (Capotondi et al., 2015).

In GC3 N216-pi, the largest differences are observed in MAM in the easternmost Pacific Ocean and thus more closely

resembles the observed DJF response pattern. In the South Atlantic the model shows a region weak, insignificant cooling in195

DJF (Figure 3d), in contrast to the statistical significant warming signal in HadSST (Figures 3a,c). In the northern tropical

Atlantic the model shows an year-long warming signal with stronger anomalies in MAM and JJA; this signal is present in
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Figure 4. Composite QBO W-E differences of total precipitation in GC3 N216-pi in (a, b) DJF and (c, d) MAM for (a, c) all the events and

(b, d) Neutral ENSO conditions only. The sample size of each composite is noted in the top left corner of each panel. Statistically significant

differences to the 99% confidence level are shown through the hatching.

HadSST but only found in JJA and SON and it is not significant (Fig. 3e, g). The simulated northern tropical Atlantic warm

anomalies in DJF (Figure 3b) are accompanied by a warmer Caribbean Sea and a cooling of the Gulf of Mexico, warmer SSTs

along the coast of California and a cooling of the central North Pacific, all of which resemble the impact of El Niño events200

and the positive phase of the Pacific North American (PNA) pattern (Deser et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2017; Jiménez-Esteve and

Domeisen, 2020).

As an initial investigation of the possibility of aliasing between the QBO and ENSO signals, Figures 4a,b shows the DJF

QBOW minus QBOE composite differences of total precipitation from the GC3 N216-pi simulation using all years (as in figure

2) compared with using only those years identified as ‘ENSO-neutral’. Although the sample size is substantially reduced in205

the latter (see figure for the number of months in each QBO composite) the sample size is nevertheless still large (>120 data

points in each composite). The response patterns are similar in each plot, which suggests that the QBO signal is unlikely to be

the result of a sampling bias that favours one particular phase of ENSO.

An alternative approach to investigate the possibility of aliasing of the QBO/ENSO signals is to use a multi-linear regression

technique (see section 2) in which the signal is analysed for both QBO and ENSO simultaneously. Here, we switch to analysing210

convective precipitation to better investigate the possible influence of the QBO on deep tropical convection.

Figures 5a,b show results from a simple linear regression analysis of the monthly-averaged time-series of GC3 N216-pi

total precipitation in which a single QBO index is employed. Figure 5a includes all available years while Figure 5b includes

only neutral ENSO years. The results are very similar to the annual-mean composite differences in total precipitation (1), with

increased convective precipitation over the equatorial Pacific when the zonal winds at 70 hPa are positive.215

Figures 5c,d show the ENSO and QBO signals when the Nino3.4 index is included as well as the QBO index. The ENSO

response is clearly evident, highly statistically significant and compares well with the well-known patterns obtained from

observations. The amplitude of the ENSO signal is also much larger than the QBO signal. Nevertheless, the QBO signal
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Figure 5. Annual-mean regression model results in GC3 N216-pi for convective precipitation. (a, b) Regression coefficients (βi) from a

simple ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression model with the QBO index for (a) all months and (b) ENSO-Neutral months only. (c, d)

show the regression coefficients resulting from a multivariate regression model using the ENSO and QBO indices for the (c) QBO and (d)

predictors. In all cases, the regression coefficients are rescaled by multiplying the regression coefficients with the ratio of maximum amplitude

and standard deviation of the QBO or ENSO indices.

remains intact and all of the main features are still significant (Fig. 5c). For example, the positive regression coefficients that

suggest a northward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ and the wetter Caribbean Sea and western Indian Ocean in the simple regression220

model are still found in the multivariate regression analysis. A similar analysis of tropical SSTs (Fig. S3) shows a QBO signal

in SSTs that is separate from the effect of ENSO and agrees with the results of the composite analysis (Fig. 3).

These results suggest that the modelled QBO signal in total precipitation does not arise due to a simple aliasing of the signal

with ENSO. However, the multi-linear regression technique assumes that the QBO and ENSO indices are orthogonal and that

their responses add together linearly. The similarity of the two responses indicate that this is clearly not the case and there225
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Figure 6. Box plots of QBO (a) amplitude [m s−1] and (b) descent rate [km month−1] separated by dataset (ERA5 and GC3 N216-pi)

and ENSO phase. NN stands for Neutral ENSO. In (b) descent rates are shown for both descending easterly (ea) and westerly (we) phases

following Schenzinger et al. (2017).

is substantial interaction between the two phenomena. Nevertheless, the QBO signal remains even when only neutral-ENSO

years are included in the analysis, suggesting that the QBO has a real influence on the surface precipitation.

3.3 Interaction of the QBO with ENSO and IOD

To further explore the interaction of the QBO and ENSO, we first investigate whether aspects of the QBO are influenced by

ENSO events. This relationship could be a real possibility since the intrinsic mechanism of the QBO involves tropical waves230

that are generated within the troposphere. Schirber (2015) found in a GCM that under El Niño conditions tropospheric wave

activity increases and accelerates the downward propagation speed of the QBO westerly phase. However, the analysis by Serva

et al. (2020) shows that only models with high resolution can reproduce the observed ENSO effects on the QBO amplitude

while several models show no impact of ENSO on the QBO.

For that reason, we analyse several characteristics of the QBO and their dependence on ENSO phase, namely the descent235

rate and the amplitude of the QBO (see the ’Methods and Data’ section for details of how the QBO amplitude is defined).

The results are summarised in Figure 6 for the ERA5 reanalysis dataset (35 years; 1979 – 2014) and for the GC3 N216-pi

simulation (500 years). In ERA5, the well-known faster descent rates during the westerly phase than in the easterly phase is

clearly evident and agrees well with studies of longer datasets such as the Berlin radiosonde data (Schenzinger et al., 2017).

Also, the ERA5 QBO descent rates and the amplitude both depend on the phase of ENSO. A higher amplitude and slower240

descent rates are observed during La Niña phases and weaker amplitudes and faster descent rates during El Niño.
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Table 1. ENSO and IOD events frequency (month month−1). For positive and negative events, for each mean value the error shown is the

standard deviation of the probability density distribution (PDF) found by boostrapping with replacement. Results in bold indicate that the

event frequency PDF for QBOW is significantly different to QBOE to the 95% confidence level according to the KS test.

Dataset QBO phase El Niño La Niña IOD+ IOD-

GC3 N216-pi W 0.24±0.09 0.19±0.05 0.17±0.03 0.11±0.02

GC3 N216-pi E 0.21±0.07 0.26±0.07 0.12±0.03 0.15±0.03

ERA5/HadSST W 0.28±0.01 0.27±0.02 0.17±0.01 0.13±0.01

ERA5/HadSST E 0.17±0.02 0.27±0.03 0.12±0.01 0.19±0.03

In the model, the descent rates are also faster for the westerly than the easterly QBO phase, as observed, but the relationship

between the QBO characteristics and ENSO is less clear. Neither the amplitudes nor descent rates of the QBO are significantly

different between El Niño (EN) and La Niña (LN) phases. Interestingly, the only significant difference in the model is that

descending westerlies are slower in Neutral ENSO months compared to EN or LN conditions, perhaps suggesting that tropical245

wave activity is increased in both ENSO phases compared with neutral years. The model results therefore suggest that there is

little influence of ENSO on the descent rate and amplitude of the QBO in the GC3 N216-pi simulation. This finding of a null

influence of ENSO on the QBO agrees well with the results of Serva et al. (2020) that examined these relationships in an older

version of the HadGEM model. In summary, there is no evidence to suggest an influence of ENSO on the QBO in the model.

The reversed possibility, that the QBO may somehow influence ENSO events is now examined. A higher frequency of EN250

events during QBOW and of LN during QBOE has previously been noted (Taguchi, 2010; Liess and Geller, 2012) although

the short observational record means that there is statistical uncertainty. In Table 1 we document the frequency of ENSO events

in each QBO phase from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset and from the GC3 N216-pi simulation. Probability density functions

(PDFs) were constructed for the model data using 36-yr samples with replacement and a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test was

used to evaluate if the PDFs of an event frequency (e.g. El Niño) were distinguishable for each phase of the QBO.255

The results show significant differences for each ENSO phase in GC3 N216-pi (and this is also the case for the GC3 N96-pi

and UKESM-pi simulations, not shown). El Niño events are more frequent under QBOW conditions than under QBOE in both

observations and model datasets. La Niña events are equally frequent in both QBO phases in the HadSST dataset but in GC3

N216-pi they are more frequent under QBOE than under QBOW.

Figure 7a,b shows the ENSO3.4 index amplitude and interannual standard deviation as a function of each month from260

the HadSST dataset and the GC3 N216-pi simulation, separated for each phase of the QBO. From this we can examine, for

example, whether any QBOW minus QBOE differences in ENSO characteristics arise primarily from one QBO phase or the

other (i.e. a non-linear response) or whether both phases contribute equally to the response difference. There are significant

QBO differences in EN3.4 SST in both the HadSST and GC3 N216-pi datasets. In particular, the mean ENSO indices are very
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Figure 7. Monthly-mean (a-b) ENSO and (c-d) IOD-prc indices separated per QBO phase in (a, c) observations/reanalysis and (b, d) GC3

N216-pi. The error bars show the standard deviation of each index for each month and significant differences between QBO W and E months

are highlighted with a ∗ at the bottom of each panel.

frequently positive in QBOW and negative in QBOE months from September until January. In the model, the differences are265

largest from Feb-to-May (in good agreement with the results shown in Figure 2).

Figure 7 also suggests substantial non-linearities in the QBO-ENSO interactions, since the amplitude of the EN3.4 anomaly

in each month under QBO E/W conditions is seldom equal and opposite. This non-linearity is also evident in Figure 8 where

the QBO composite differences in convective precipitation during the peak ENSO season (November through to March) are

shown using all years, Neutral ENSO years and EN or LN years. While the broad nature of the QBO signal remains similar, the270

details differ depending on the phase of ENSO (8c,d). For example, the Atlantic ITCZ response is most prominent in Neutral

and LN phases (Figure 8c) whereas the eastern off-equatorial Pacific drier response is only found under Neutral ENSO years.

Positive differences in the western Indian Ocean and in the northern tropical Pacific are much stronger during LN (Fig.

8d) than in other ENSO phases. These results can be interpreted as EN and LN teleconnections being slightly different for
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Figure 8. Composite QBO W-E convective precipitation differences of total precipitation in GC3 N216-pi in the season (NDJFM) for (a) all

the events and (b) Neutral ENSO conditions only, (c) El Niño and (d) La Niña. The sample size of each composite is noted in the top left

corner of each panel. Statistically significant differences to the 99% confidence level are shown through the hatching.

each QBO phase. For example, in South America, more specifically in the South Atlantic Convergence Zone region (Carvalho275

et al., 2004; Jorgetti et al., 2014), wetter conditions during QBOW compared to QBOE are found in all years but this difference

appears stronger during EN events. Similarly, the western Indian Ocean and eastern Africa show positive significant differences

(W-E) during LN. These results suggest that in this model simulation, ENSO impacts to South America, Eastern Africa and

the Indian Ocean are also dependent on the QBO phase.

Returning to Figure 7, during Dec-March in HadSST and Jan-May in GC3 N216-pi the QBO signal comes primarily from280

the QBOE phase, since the EN3.4 amplitudes are near zero under QBOW in these months. These results are consistent with

the analysis of ENSO frequency in Table 1, which shows more frequent La Niña events under QBOE and El Niño events under

QBOW. These results also suggest, therefore, that a stronger amplitude La Niña event in DJF may develop if there is a QBOE

phase present in the lower stratosphere.

In the previous sections the precipitation and SST analyses also showed suggestive evidence of a relationship between the285

QBO and the IOD, in both the observations and the model. A link between the QBO and the IOD index and event frequency

have been analysed in the same way as for the ENSO index and a significant relationship is confirmed (Table 1 and Figs. 7c-

d). The model results indicate a more frequently positive IOD index under QBOW and a negative index for QBOE, and these

differences are statistically significant in September and October. The GC3 N96-pi and UKESM-pi results are very similar (Fig.

S4) and the differences are also significant. The IOD event frequency is also markedly different depending on the QBO phase,290

with positive events more frequently observed in the westerly phase of the QBO and negative events found more frequently

under QBOE, both for ERA5 and the model simulations (Table 1).

This section demonstrates statistically robust links between the IOD and ENSO, and the QBO. ENSO and the IOD are

intertwined with pan-tropical teleconnections through zonal circulations (Cai et al., 2019), monsoons and the ITCZ. For that

reason, the following section explores more closely the links between the QBO and features of the tropical circulation.295
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Figure 9. (a, b) Zonal mean biases in convective precipitation in GC3 N216-pi compared to ERA5 in the (a) Atlantic [60◦W-20◦W] and (b)

Central Pacific [180◦W-140◦W] sectors. (c-f) Monthly and zonal mean QBO W-E percent (%) differences in convective precipitation where

the absolute difference is weighted by the climatological value at each latitude and month. The line-contour (red) depict differences that are

statistically significant to the 95% level according to a bootstrapping test and the grey lines show the climatological values.

3.4 ITCZ, monsoons and the tropical circulation

This section investigates how the ITCZ, monsoons and the Walker circulation are influenced by the QBO in the model compared

to the observations. Climate model biases in the representation of the migration and dynamics of the ITCZ, or in the mean-state

of the Walker circulation, may modify any physical effects of the QBO over convection. For example, ITCZ biases in position

or strength (Fig. 9a-b) are noteworthy in the model, and are mainly characterized by a southward shift of the simulated Atlantic300

ITCZ in DJF and MAM and a wider extent of the Central Pacific ITCZ compared to ERA5.

The monthly-mean QBO W-E zonal-mean convective precipitation differences in the Pacific and Atlantic ITCZ regions

(Figure 9) show that the ITCZ impacts are seasonally dependent. While there are no clear differences in the Atlantic sector
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Figure 10. Convective precipitation differences in monsoon regions between QBO W-E phases for a) ERA5 and b) GC3 N216-pi. For

monsoon regions in the Northern hemisphere, differences are shown for the JJAS period, whereas for Southern Hemisphere monsoons,

results are shown for DJFM. Red dots indicate differences that are statistically significant to the 95% level according to the bootstrapping

test.

for ERA5 in any month, in GC3 N216-pi there is a significant northward shift of the ITCZ from April to June, which is likely

associated with the warm SST anomalies found in this season in the northern tropical Atlantic (Fig. 3).305

The differences in the Pacific sector confirm previous model and observational results (Gray et al., 2018; Serva et al.,

submitted) that the Pacific ITCZ becomes stronger and shift southward during QBOW compared to QBOE (Fig. 9d, f). In

observations, the strongest differences are found during DJF, characterized by increased precipitation over the core ITCZ

regions. In GC3 N216-pi, a southward shift of the ITCZ is observed from February to July, maximized in the MAM season.

Very similar results for the Atlantic and Pacific sectors were observed for the other two simulations (not shown). The result310

also holds for ENSO Neutral periods (Fig. S5) which rules out the possibility that the Atlantic ITCZ results are due to ENSO

teleconnections to the tropical north Atlantic.

In spite of existing observational evidence (Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller, 2012; Gray et al., 2018) that suggests a

link between the QBO and monsoon regions, the results in the previous sections (Fig. 1) show little-to-no effect of the QBO on

precipitation over land in the simulations. The precipitation response over land is examined more closely by analysing regions315

that fit the concept of the global monsoon. For this purpose, a monsoon region is defined as a region in which over 55% of the
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total annual rainfall is observed or simulated in the respective summer season and the summer-winter rainfall rate difference is

higher than 2 mm day−1 (Wang and Ding, 2008; Wang et al., 2017, 2021).

After defining these regions, the QBO W-E differences are computed for JJAS and DJFM for Northern and Southern Hemi-

sphere monsoons, respectively. Figure 10 shows that there is no coherent response to the QBO phase in GPCC in any monsoon320

region. However, in GC3 N216-pi there are significant differences for Southern Hemisphere monsoons. In the South American

monsoon region, the QBO W-E differences indicate a significantly wetter region in South America, where the South Atlantic

Convergence Zone is located (Carvalho et al., 2004; Jorgetti et al., 2014). Similarly, a drier Australian monsoon and wetter

conditions for East Africa are observed during QBOW compared to QBOE.

For Northern Hemisphere monsoons there are no robust or significant differences (Fig. 10b). However, when only Neutral325

ENSO months are considered, all three simulations suggest a wetter Central American monsoon (not shown) in QBOW com-

pared to QBOE. The different responses observed for the three simulations suggest that the representation of the dynamical

features of each monsoon by each model configuration is important for any response to the QBO. Furthermore, the relatively

Figure 11. (a, d) Climatological mean-state of the Walker circulation, depicted through the zonal streamfunction (ψ) in shading, the zonal

wind (contours), and vertical velocity (ω [Pa s−1], vectors) during the DJF season in a) ERA5 and (b) N216-pi. (b, c, e, f) show W-E

composite differences, during DJF, for the same variables only that hatching represents statistical significance to the 95% confidence level

for differences in the streamfunction, and only statistically significant differences in the zonal wind and ω are shown. (g-h) are as in (d-f) but

considering Neutral ENSO periods only. Example vector sizes for ω are given in the top right corners of a and c.
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smaller signals seen over land compared to over the oceans suggests that SST feedbacks are important for the QBO response

in the model, so that reduced impacts are seen in regions of land convection.330

A number of studies have suggested a link between the QBO and the Walker circulation to explain the zonally asymmetric

nature of the QBO anomalies in convective precipitation (e.g. Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller, 2012). To evaluate this

hypothesis, the zonal streamfunction is used to measure the Walker circulation (Yu and Zwiers, 2010; Bayr et al., 2014) and is

defined as:

ψ = 2π
a

g

p∫

0

uDdp, (1)335

where ψ is the zonal streamfunction, uD is the divergence part of the zonal wind, a is the Earth’s radius, p is the pressure

coordinate and g the gravitational constant. The streamfunction is calculated by first averaging over the equatorial band of

10◦S-10◦N and integrating to the top level of each dataset.

QBOW minus QBOE composite differences in DJF show that the streamfunction in the eastern Pacific [220-260◦E] is

significantly weaker during QBOE than during QBOW in ERA5 and GC3 N216-pi (Fig. 11). These streamfunction differences340

are significant even low in the troposphere in the model. The zonal wind at upper-levels (300-100 hPa) is also weaker in

QBOW compared to QBOE at 200◦E in both model and reanalysis. In GC3 N216-pi, the negative ψ difference is accompanied

Figure 12. As in Figure 11 but for the SON season.
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by descending motion anomalies in the 170-220◦E region, whereas anomalous ascent is observed in the Maritime continent

and Indian Ocean. The differences in the other simulations agree with the results of GC3 N216-pi (not shown).

In boreal fall (Fig. 12), the differences are also significant and are linked to the relationships found between the IOD and the345

QBO. Specifically, significant positive differences in the streamfunction are found in the eastern Indian Ocean and maritime

continent and negative differences in the eastern Pacific. In GC3 N216-pi, vertical velocity anomalies indicate stronger ascent

in the western Indian Ocean and in the Maritime continent whereas descending anomalies are found in the eastern Indian

Ocean. These results agree with positive IOD indices found in QBOW and a mean negative index during QBOE.

The rightmost panels in Figures 11 and 12, in which only Neutral ENSO months are considered, suggest that this relationship350

between the QBO and the Walker circulation occurs regardless of ENSO events for GC3 N216-pi. However in ERA5, removing

ENSO events changes the sign of the response, likely due to the small sample size in the observational record when only neutral

months are considered. These results highlight links between the large-scale overturning circulation and local responses which

may explain the zonally asymmetric results found in previous studies and in early sections of this paper.

4 Summary and discussion355

Analyses of observational records of precipitation suggest links between the stratospheric QBO and the surface tropical climate

(Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller, 2012; Gray et al., 2018). However, the short available observational record (<40 years)

and the confounding influence of ENSO and its teleconnections limits the robustness of any analysis seeking to explore these

links and possible mechanisms of interaction between the QBO and tropical surface climate. This study investigates the tropical

signature of the QBO in the 500-year-long pre-industrial control CMIP6 experiments of the Met Office Hadley Centre Unified360

Model, with a focus on the HadGEM3 GC3.1 N216 simulation.

Composite and regression analyses were used to demonstrate the presence of a statistically significant link between the

QBO and the position and strength of the Pacific ITCZ, the Atlantic ITCZ, precipitation variability in the Caribbean Sea and the

Indian Ocean, as well as Southern Hemisphere monsoon regions. The QBO signal was found to be zonally asymmetric, with the

more robust and largest differences over the oceans, suggesting the possibility of SST feedback processes. The modelled QBO365

signals agree well with observational analyses and the length of the simulation allows for improved estimation of statistical

significance and further exploration of the possible source of these signals.

The possibility of aliasing of the QBO and ENSO signals and their interaction was extensively explored, using the model

simulations. When only ENSO-neutral years are analysed the QBO signal remains essentially unchanged, ruling out the pos-

sibility of a straightforward aliasing of ENSO events with the QBO phase selection. The possibility that the apparent QBO370

signature at the surface is due to an ENSO bias in selection of the QBO phase was also considered. An influence of ENSO on

the descent rate and amplitude of the QBO, via modulation of tropical wave generation, has been proposed (Schirber, 2015).

However, while the model was found to successfully simulate the well-known difference in QBO descent rates in which the

QBOW phase descends more rapidly than the QBOE phase, there was no evidence for an ENSO influence on the rate of descent

or amplitude of either QBO phase.375
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This analysis therefore provides evidence for a QBO influence on tropical surface climate that is not simply due to aliasing

or a bias in how the QBO index is determined. However, the QBO response patterns strongly suggest that any QBO influence

is likely to involve processes such as deep convection and tropical circulation patterns that are also influenced by ENSO.

Potential pathways of interaction between the QBO and ENSO signals were therefore explored. While recognising that linear

diagnostics are unable to provide specific evidence of cause and effects, they may nevertheless identify candidate mechanisms380

that are worth exploring more fully.

The frequency of ENSO events in each phase of the QBO was first explored. In observations, El Niño events have been

found to occur more frequently in QBOW years and La Niña events are more frequently found in QBOE years (Taguchi,

2010), suggesting a non-linear interaction of ENSO with the QBO. This dependence was successfully reproduced in the model,

providing supporting evidence that the observed QBO-ENSO relationship is not due to observational uncertainty. Similarly,385

examination of month-by-month ENSO amplitude and interannual variability in the model showed that the interaction between

QBO and ENSO is far from linear, since the amplitude dependence on QBO phase was asymmetric. The non-linearity of the

QBO-ENSO interaction was confirmed using composite analyses that showed different QBO signal patterns during El Niño

years as compared with La Niña years.

In addition to the QBO-ENSO link, the model analysis of total precipitation also highlighted a statistically significant QBO390

signal in the Indian Ocean, raising the possibility of an interaction with the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD). In boreal fall the IOD

index, which measures the zonal gradient of precipitation in the Indian Ocean, was found to be anomalously positive in QBOW

years and anomalously negative in QBOE years.

Finally, the QBO signal in the Walker circulation, the ITCZ and monsoon circulations were investigated in the model.

Previous studies have proposed that the QBO may influence the mean-state of the Walker circulation, which could explain the395

zonally asymmetric nature of the QBO signal in precipitation in the tropics (Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller, 2012;

Hitchman et al., 2021). The modelled Walker circulation was found to vary by up to 10% between QBO phases, even when

the effect of ENSO events was taken into account. Specifically, the Walker circulation was found to be weaker during QBOW

than during QBOE. In DJF, this anomaly of the overturning circulation in the Pacific is likely linked to the stronger East Pacific

ITCZ, and in SON, the changes to the overturning are likely linked to the ascending and descending motions in the Indian400

Ocean that generate the IOD response.

The East Pacific and Atlantic ITCZ, as well as monsoons, show a sensitivity to the QBO phase in observations (Gray et al.,

2018; Hitchman et al., 2021) and some of these connections are also found in this model study. Most Southern Hemisphere

monsoons show a robust and significant response to the QBO but in the Northern Hemisphere only the Central American

rainfall was robustly linked to the QBO. The weaker response over land monsoon regions than over oceanic features such as405

the ITCZ further underscores the possible relevance of SST feedbacks.

The robust connections diagnosed in this study warrant further analysis as multiple questions remain open regarding the

mechanisms that disentangle the cause and effect of these relationships. Targeted model experiments are needed to investigate

hypotheses, such as the static stability mechanism (Hitchman et al., 2021), and disentangle the direction of causality between

the tropical stratosphere and troposphere. Additionally, further model experiments may also help to understand why the MJO-410
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QBO connections are not found within the MOHC model whereas other observed responses are reasonably well reproduced

by the model.

Data availability. ERA5 reanalysis data are available from the Copernicus Climate Change Service Climate Data Store (CDS, https://

climate.copernicus.eu/climate-reanalysis, C3S, 2017). CMIP6 simulations used in this study are available from the Earth System Grid Fed-

eration of the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (ESGF-CEDA; https://esgf-index1.ceda.ac.uk/projects/cmip6-ceda/, WRP, 2019, last415

access: 2 Oct 2021). TRMM 3B42 were obtained from at https://https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/TRMM_3B42_Daily_7/, last accessed

Nov 11, 2021.

Appendix A: Methods

A1 Weighted average for composites

The seasonal and annual-mean composites were derived by weighting each observations by the relative size of each month to420

the total composite size and by the number of days in the month of each observation relative to the total number of days in the

composite period. This procedures ensures that all observations that all months contribute equally regardless of whether one

month has more days or whether more observations are found in a month within a composite. An equation for this procedure

can be written as:

X̄ =
N∑

i

xi ·wi(m) (A1)425

where X̄ is the target composite mean of a quantity, N is the total observations that qualify for the composite, i indexes all the

observations, wi(m) is the corresponding weight for each observation which is a function of the month (m). The weighting

function wi(m) is then given by:

wi(m) =
dm

dt

1
sm

(A2)

where sm is the sample size of observations for month m, dt is the total number of days possible for the composite, e.g.,430

dt =365 for annual means and dm is the number of days in the month m, e.g., for January dm = 30 days and for February

dm =28 days.

A2 Regression analysis

The simple linear regression model can be written as:

Y (t) =X0 +Xi(t)βi + ϵ, (A3)435
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where Y is the measured or dependent variable, X0 is a constant coefficient, βi is the regression coefficient between Xi and Y

and ϵ represents random error or a residual. In all cases, the models were solved using an ordinary least-squares (OLS) method.

A multivariate regression model was used to study the joint effect of two or more predictors, in this case ENSO and QBO

indices, over a variable (Y ), in this case precipitation, such that the model can be written as:

Y (t) =X0 +
N∑

j

Xj(t)βj + ϵ (A4)440

where Xj(t) is any predictor with an associated regression coefficient βj .

As in previous studies (Gray et al., 2018; Misios et al., 2019), the regression coefficient can be rescaled to evaluate the total

effect that a predictor (Xj) can have on the variance of the measured variable (Y ) using the standard deviation (σj) and the

maximum (Xj,max) and minimum (Xj,min) values of Xj so that the rescaled coefficient β′j can be written as:

β′j = βj
Xj,max−Xj,min

σj
. (A5)445

A3
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